
Why work with us?
Expert technical knowledge to help you get the best custom 
product for your needs
Traceability of steel, Certifications and Mill test reports on the 
material
Our dedicated customer service will work with you every step 
of the way, to ensure your complete satisfaction.
Large inventory and fast turnaround time
Our extended manufacturing capabilities

Looking for a quote?
Contact us right now at 
Sales@lightningbolts.ca
Phone# 819-525-4646

Get the right fasteners at the
right time.

STEEL ERECTOR
AND FABRICATOR

As a steel erector and fabricator, you require more than a supplier: you require a partnership that you can 
trust and will strive to comply with tight lead times and precise specifications, while maintaining the 
highest level of product quality.
Our team will go above and beyond your expectations to ship your order with the proper identification 
and packaging for your job and material, while shipping the structural bolts in plastic or metal half-kegs, 
easier to lift than the regular kegs on the market.

Structural 
Bolts

Brite-Zinc Structural Nuts
A194 2H and

A563 DH 

Structural
Washers F436

Threaded Rods
A307, A193-B7,
Stainless Steel

F1554 GR 36,55
and 105 Anchors

(Headed, Bent, Double
End, Single End)

Custom Lengths
Cut Studs

Custom Plates
Grade 50/350W

and CHT400

SDS + and SDS
Max 4 Cutter Bit

Annular Cutters
and Drill Bits

Hex Bolts Anchoring
Adhesive

(DeWalt, Ucan) 

Lightning Bolts is the reference for steel erectors and fabricators fastening needs. 
     Extensive A325 bolts inventory to support every size of projects
 Regular A325 F3125 TYPE 1 and Tension control bolts
 Grade A490 and North American bolts available on request
     Large inventory of import A307 ands B7 Threaded Rod
 Plain – Zinc – Hot dipped galvanized
 In-house manufacturing division for cut-to-length rods, double end studs, bent anchor
 bolts and straight anchor rods assemblies.
     Mill Test Reports Certificates, Shops drawings, and additional quality tests on demand for the
     fasteners used in critical applications.
  NEW: The Mill Test Reports are now sent automatically electronically with the invoice, at the
  time of shipping.

Mechanical
Anchors


